<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday, October 7, 2018</th>
<th>Monday, October 8, 2018</th>
<th>Tuesday, October 9, 2018</th>
<th>Wednesday, October 10, 2018</th>
<th>Thursday, October 11, 2018</th>
<th>Friday, October 12, 2018</th>
<th>Saturday, October 13, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CH:** 9:00 am - 5:00 pm **TechCS - Max Richter with the ACME Ensemble**  
**BK:** 9:00 am - 5:00 pm **TechMD - Jazz Ensemble 1 & Chapel Jazz**  
**BZ:** 6:30 pm - 10:30 pm **PERFMD - FR- Faculty Recital**  
(Katooza) | **CH:** SpecialEventCS - Max Richter with the ACME Ensemble  
Post-show meet & greet w/ Max & acme  
**BK:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - Max Richter with the ACME Ensemble** | **CH:** 9:00 am - 11:30 pm **TechASIAN - Nityagam and Chitrasena Dance Companies: Samhara full dance hang**  
**BK:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - Jazz Ensemble 1 & Chapel Jazz** | **OFF:**  **PERFMD - MICCA Finals**  
**Lawrence**  
**BK:** SpecialEventCS - NW Dance Project Rehearsal  
**BZ:** 6:30 pm - 9:00 pm **PERFMD - GAR - Who Am I? I am What I Am: A Story Told Through Broadway Music (Paparo)** | | **CH:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - UMass Amherst Symphony Orchestra PM**  
**BK:** 12:30 am **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post Q&A & Spyridopoulos artist recep** | **BK:** 8:00 pm **PERFCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting**  
**BK:** 9:20 pm - 9:40 pm **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post-show Q&A in Pit** |
| **BZ:** 3:30 pm - 6:00 pm **PERFMD - FR- Faculty Recital**  
(Du Toit) | **CH:** TechMD - 44th Annual Multiband Pops Concert  
**BK:** TechCS - NW Dance Project Post-show Q&A in FAC Pit  
**CH:** SpecialEventCS - NW Dance Project Pre-show Q&A in PAC Pit** | **CH:** TechMD - 44th Annual Multiband Pops Concert  
**BK:** TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting  
possible light tech if not rep  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 2:00 pm **SpecialEventEXRELATIONS - Faculty Convocation** | **CH:** TechCS - NW Dance Project Post-show Q&A in FAC Pit**  
**BK:** TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting  
possible light tech if not rep  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 2:00 pm **SpecialEventEXRELATIONS - Faculty Convocation** | **CH:** TechCS - NW Dance Project  
Restore  
**BK:** TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting  
possible light tech if not rep  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 2:00 pm **SpecialEventEXRELATIONS - Faculty Convocation** | **CH:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - UMass Amherst Symphony Orchestra**  
**BK:** 12:30 am **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post Q&A & Spyridopoulos artist recep** | **BK:** 8:00 pm **PERFCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting**  
**BK:** 9:20 pm - 9:40 pm **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post-show Q&A in Pit** |
| **BZ:** 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm **PERFMD - ENSP Jazz Lab Performance** | **CH:** TechASIAN - Chinese Warriors of Peking  
**BK:** SpecialEventCS - NW Dance Project Rehearsal  
**CH:** TechMD - 44th Annual Multiband Pops Concert  
**BK:** TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting  
possible light tech if not rep  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 2:00 pm **SpecialEventEXRELATIONS - Faculty Convocation** | **CH:** TechMD - 44th Annual Multiband Pops Concert  
**BK:** TechMD - 44th Annual Multiband Pops Concert  
**CH:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - ENSP - Jazz Lab Performance**  
**CH:** SpecialEventCS - NW Dance Project Pre-show talk with Artistic Dr. in Lobby  
**CH:** 6:30 pm - 7:00 pm **SpecialEventCS - NW Dance Project Pre-show talk with Artistic Dr. in Lobby** | **CH:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - UMass Amherst Symphony Orchestra**  
**BK:** 12:30 am **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post Q&A & Spyridopoulos artist recep** | **CH:** TechCS - NW Dance Project Post-show Q&A in FAC Pit**  
**BK:** TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting  
possible light tech if not rep  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 2:00 pm **SpecialEventEXRELATIONS - Faculty Convocation** | **CH:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - UMass Amherst Symphony Orchestra**  
**BK:** 12:30 am **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post Q&A & Spyridopoulos artist recep** | **BK:** 8:00 pm **PERFCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting**  
**BK:** 9:20 pm - 9:40 pm **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post-show Q&A in Pit** |
| **BZ:** 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm **PERFMD - FR- Fall Saxophone Studio Recital 1**  
(Hulting-cohen) | **CH:** SpecialEventCS - Chinese Warriors of Peking  
**BK:** SpecialEventCS - NW Dance Project Rehearsal  
**CH:** TechMD - 44th Annual Multiband Pops Concert  
**BK:** TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting  
possible light tech if not rep  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 2:00 pm **SpecialEventEXRELATIONS - Faculty Convocation** | | | | **CH:** 7:30 pm **PERFMD - UMass Amherst Symphony Orchestra**  
**BK:** 12:30 am **SpecialEventCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting Post Q&A & Spyridopoulos artist recep** | | | |
CH: 4:00 pm PERFMD - Retrospective: 40th Anniversary Concert UMass Chamber Choir

BK: TechCS - TheaterRe presents The Nature of Forgetting restore rep
BZ: 6:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - ENSP- Brass of Umass; Brass Chamber Ensembles; (Spiridopoulos)

BK: 6:30 pm PERFMD - ENSP- Opus One Chamber Orchestra (Chang)
BZ: 6:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - ENSP- Brass of Umass; Brass Chamber Ensembles; (Spiridopoulos)

BK: 6:30 pm SpecialEventASIAN - Yumi Kurosawa: Koto Pre-show talk in Bowker
BK: 7:30 pm PERFASIAN - Yumi Kurosawa: Koto
BZ: 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm PERFMD - FR- Schubert - Winterreise (Hite)

BZ: 6:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - ENSP- Opus One Chamber Orchestra (Chang)

CH: 8:00 pm PERFCS - Selected Shorts

OFF: PERFMD - Band Day at Gillette Stadium